Cecil College to Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU)

As SNHU is regionally accredited, all academic course work in which a student has earned a grade of “C-” or higher is fully transferable based on the attached course equivalents. Up to 90 credits may be accepted in transfer toward a bachelor degree program.

Based on the course equivalency tables, SNHU College of Online and Continuing Education guarantees transferability of all credits outlined in the following Cecil College associate’s degrees to their corresponding SNHU-COCE bachelor’s degrees:

- AA Addictions & Chemical Dependency to BA Human Services
- AA Art Graphic Design to BA Graphic Design Media Art
- AA Business Administration to BS Business Administration
- AAS Criminal Justice to BS Criminal Justice
- AS Exercise Science to BS Health Science
- AA General Studies to BA General Studies
- AS Healthcare Sciences to BS Health Science
- AS Nursing to BS Nursing
- AAS Paramedic to BS Health Sciences
- AAS Supply Chain Management to BS Operations Management Logistics & Transportation
- AAS Supply Chain Management to BS Business Administration

Any students enrolling at SNHU College of Online and Continuing Education may transfer up to 90 credit hours for a bachelor’s with unlimited CLEP, DANTES and Excelsior, military training (based upon a transcript from the American Council on Education (ACE), College Credit Recommendation Service or Community College of the Air Force (CCAF) transcript) and ACE or National College Credit Recommendation Service (NCCRS) credits - providing students meet residency requirements. Transfer credit is awarded based on degree program requirements. Residency requirements equate to 30 credit hours or 10 classes.